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From the Bottom of the Bin, 
A Lost Bechet Ballet
By BRETT CAMPBELL
August 24, 2000

Eugene, Oregon

J ames Ralph was casually riffling through the jazz bins of an
old record store during a trip to New Orleans a few years ago. Mr.
Ralph loves old American music -- early jazz, classical,
traditional. That's why he helped found the Oregon Festival of
American Music in 1992: to provide a showcase for music that he
believes has been too seldom performed in its country of origin.

Mr. Ralph was in New Orleans to research an upcoming OFAM
series about the influence of Louisiana on American music, and in
one bin he came upon a gem: an out-of-print French CD
containing a work called "La Colline du Delta (The Hillside on the
Delta)" by the New Orleans-born jazz pioneer, Sidney Bechet.
Not only had Mr. Ralph never heard of it; it wasn't a jazz
composition at all, but a ballet scored for symphony orchestra. After listening to the album,
Mr. Ralph realized that he had a chance to revive an important lost work by a great
American musician.

OFAM gave the ballet's world premiere here last week. Reviving Bechet's lost ballet
squarely fit OFAM's mission. American music advocates (including Virgil Thomson and
Aaron Copland) had long complained that U.S. orchestras have shunned homegrown
classical music because it lacked the seal of approval of the country's insecure cultural elite,
which often looked to Europe for an imprimatur of respectability. Meanwhile, jazz has
become a marginal specialty taste, and traditional American music rates barely a blip against
the dominant reverberations of pop music. Living far from this country's traditional musical
wellsprings (New York, Appalachia, the deep South), Mr. Ralph wanted to expose Eugene
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wellsprings (New York, Appalachia, the deep South), Mr. Ralph wanted to expose Eugene
to various idioms that "might not be neglected elsewhere but are certainly not an active part
of our community's cultural life." That passion, he says, "led us into finding and producing
works that are neglected everywhere."

Bechet's music was a perfect candidate. A clarinetist of immense power and invention, he
had also introduced the soprano saxophone to jazz and contributed almost as much to jazz's
development as his younger contemporary Louis Armstrong. The esteemed classical
conductor Ernest Ansermet called him "an artist of genius," and Duke Ellington considered
him the finest early jazz musician. But thanks to some poor career choices, Bechet never got
his due at home; like many black American jazzmen, he found his greatest acclaim in
Europe, where he was regarded not as a mere entertainer but as an important artist. After
settling in France in 1951, Bechet composed several major orchestral pieces. He worked on
"La Colline" for much of his life yet never saw it performed; he died in 1959 before
completing the orchestration. It was played in public only once, briefly issued in France on
a limited edition recording and vanished from public view for almost 40 years.

Resurrecting it, Mr. Ralph soon discovered, wouldn't be easy. The score had never been
published, and he had to persuade the French publisher that held the rights to print up and
issue orchestral parts. Then he had to deal with Bechet's scenario for "La Colline," a
convoluted Romeo-and-Juliet-meet-"Showboat" story line based on the death of Bechet's
grandfather, who was killed as a result of a romance with a fellow slave. Unfortunately,
Bechet decided to change the story's tragic ending to an unconvincing, happily-ever-after
marriage.

Rather than trying to cram this dense narrative into 20 minutes of music, the award-winning
Oregon choregrapher Toni Pimble decided on a much more abstract treatment. Limited by
lack of props and space (her dancers had to share the stage with the OFAM orchestra) and
her company's complete lack of African-Americans, Ms. Pimble's characteristically witty
choreography relied on various period-dance styles, closely tracking the music's rhythms, by
turns languorous and rollicking.

So by the time Bechet's bayou ballet reached the stage here last week, little remained of the
powerful original story but some gracefully swaying gestures that evoked Bechet's sultry
Southern swing. Incorporating earlier Bechet tunes, blues and spirituals, "La Colline" is a
suite for soprano sax (appropriately played here by veteran jazz revivalist and Bechet
protege Bob Wilber, who was present during part of "La Colline's" composition), banjo,
drum kit and orchestra, sometimes reminiscent of Ellington's more light-footed orchestral
excursions. Mr. Ralph hopes to record the piece and perhaps fulfill his dream of adding "La
Colline" to the light classical concert repertoire.
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Whatever the future may bring, "La Colline" was a perfect centerpiece for this summer's
OFAM program, titled "Le Jazz Hot: Americans in Paris 1920-55." The two-week series of
11 jazz and classical concerts painted a broad portrait of the trans-Atlantic cultural exchange
that so enriched the music of both countries between the World Wars. Music director James
Paul led swanky performances of George Gershwin's French-influenced masterworks, as
well as jazz- and blues-hued Gallic classics by Darius Milhaud and Maurice Ravel.

Members of the festival's Young Artists Academy (one of OFAM's educational programs)
joined the pros in a light-hearted chamber music concert principally dedicated to spry
confections by Mr. Thomson and Francis Poulenc, along with a sizzling performance of
Ravel's bluesy violin sonata featuring Fritz Gearhart.

The jazz shows featured tributes to Bechet, Coleman Hawkins, Josephine Baker and other
Americans who made Paris swoon. For an homage to the most venerated of all French
jazzmen -- Stephane Grappelli and Django Reinhardt -- OFAM jazz advisor and pianist Dick
Hyman brought in a group of traditional-jazz specialists: ageless violinist Johnny Frigo and
a pair of top-flight guitarists, Bucky Pizzarelli and Howard Alden (it obviously takes two to
Django).

That group also devoted a concert to their soundtrack music for Woody Allen's recent jazz-
drenched film "Sweet and Lowdown" (Hyman has scored most of Mr. Allen's movies.)

As usual, OFAM supplied a marvelously educational context. Informative preconcert
lectures, art exhibits, essays and a new film series (focusing on French surrealist cinema and
early American jazz films) helped re-create the artistic ambience of this fertile period.
OFAM even flew in Bechet expert and saxophonist Fabrice Zammarchi from France to play
a tribute show.

The festival's only drawback is an occasional inclination to cram too much into each
concert; it can be a bit jarring to be suddenly wrenched from hot-jazz jam to Josephine
Baker cabaret act. But it's hard to complain when so much worthwhile music awaits
rediscovery.
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